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     Viktor had just married Tilly. She was the love of his 

life. He was a young doctor in Vienna, Austria. And 

Viktor and Tilly should have (1)______________ a bright 

future together. But Nazi Germany was in control of 

Austria, and Viktor and Tilly were Jewish. In September 

of 1942, the Nazis took Viktor, his parents, his brother, 

and his wife to prison. Their (2)______________ was their 

race.

At the time, Viktor was writing a book about 

psychology. As a (3)______________, he cared deeply about the (4)______________ well-

being of his patients, and his book was called The Doctor and the Soul. He knew the 

Nazis might take his book, so he had Tilly sew it inside his coat. Viktor wore the coat 

on the way to (5)______________, and after he arrived, he held onto it (6)______________.

But on his second day in (7)______________, the Nazis took all of Viktor's clothes, 

and the pages of his book were gone forever. The situation in the prison camp 

became (8)______________ and hopeless. But Viktor kept his hope alive. He was 

separated from his wife and family. But as he thought about Tilly, he realized that 

she was present inside of him, and he felt (9)______________ moments of joy.

Viktor also worked hard to recreate the text of his book. He (10)______________ 

small pieces of paper, and he wrote down his ideas again. Tragically, Viktor's brother, 

father, mother, and wife were killed in the prison 

camps. The (11)______________ Nazis burned them 

in gas ovens. But Viktor was (12)______________ in 

1946. He took those small pieces of paper with 

all his notes, and he published his book.

Soon after, he published another book. It is 

called Man's Search for Meaning. In the book, 

Viktor talks about his (13)______________ experience in the Nazi prison camp. But he 

also talks about survival. He grew through the most difficult of human experiences, 

and he developed a (14)______________ about life. He said, “Man's main concern is not 

to gain pleasure or (15)______________ pain but rather to see the meaning in his life.”

WORD FOCUS: LIST NEW OR HARD WORDSWORD FOCUS: LIST NEW OR HARD WORDS

verbal He’s a *** person. He talks a lot. 

THINK ABOUT IT

1. Find the word in the text that means the same as “set free.”
2. “Brutal” is close in meaning to (A) gentle, (B) intelligent, (C) violent, (D) casual. 
3. Frankl said that the main concern of human being is (A) to gain pleasure, (B) to 

avoid pain, (C) find life’s meaning, (D) experience love.
4. According to the story, what was the crime of Viktor and his wife?

Viktor Frankl
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